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1. Rationale
“High expectations are the key to everything” Tom Sherrington
Quality First Teaching is at the heart of everything we are trying to achieve here at TAA. The outcomes
our students deserve start and end by getting our planning, preparation and delivery of quality
teaching and learning right. We believe that the process of QFT needn’t be complicated and that we
as a school and leadership should our expectations as clear and transparent as we can for all staff, so
that all staff know exactly what we are looking for in the daily diet of our young learners. In order to
ensure our young people are successful, we need to create stimulating teaching environments and
aspirational, challenging learning opportunities by teaching to the top and ensuring that our students
are able to live by our vision of Learning Without Limits.
To make this possible, we are committed to providing high quality, bespoke support and training
for our staff.
The Teaching and Learning Leadership Team

Staff Member

Role/Responsibility

Bobby Crawford

Vice Principal

Imogen Walbank
Salma Riley-Haque
Emma Cline

Assistant Principal
Assistant Principal
HOF & Lead for
Collaborative Practice
Associate Assistant
Principal
Lead Practitioner

Amelda Gare
Dave Robertson

Champion of (7
Priorities)
Scaffolding & Modelling
/ Deliberate Practice
Explanation
Assessment & Feedback
Questioning
Knowledge & Skill
Challenge

2. Aims & Procedures
We believe that Quality First Teaching is underpinned by 7 areas of pedagogy which are shown as part
of a daily diet in the classroom
2.1.

Aims
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4
2.1.5
2.1.6
2.1.7

To ensure high quality teaching and learning experiences for students of all abilities
and aptitudes.
To provide a framework for teaching and learning within which there is flexibility and
scope for creativity.
To provide coherence of approach and consistency of expectation.
To make explicit the entitlement of all students.
To raise attainment by increasing levels of student motivation, participation and
independence.
To promote reflection on, and sharing of, good practice.
To promote an understanding of how learning takes place.
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2.1.8

2.2.

To clarify how school systems, events and routines are linked to successful teaching
and learning.

Procedures

Teaching and learning is developed in a wide variety of contexts within our school community. The
classroom remains central to the learning experience of students, so much of what follows is focused
upon ensuring high quality practice within that environment. Learning occurs in many other ways for
students and that, as a learning institution, we are also committed to continuous improvement and
development for all colleagues and stakeholders. Learning within the wider community is therefore
addressed specifically.

3. Within the Classroom
Key structures, roles and practices contribute to the delivery of teaching and learning. We will use
the following to personalise our students’ learning as far as possible:



















Curriculum organisation and review includes timetabling, liaison within the consortium,
working with other providers to offer varied learning routes, planning key skills and basic skills
into our provision and developing cross-curricular opportunities and experiences
Teaching expertise will continue to improve through the work of Faculty Develop Time
research projects funded within the school, the use of coaching to reflect upon and improve
our practice, peer observation linked to improvement priorities, links to training institutions,
and our approach to staff induction and CPD
Curriculum Maps, Learning Journeys and Schemes of Learning will contain agreed features
to ensure delivery of the essential cross-curricular skills and themes and be reviewed
regularly, using student and teacher evaluations to inform improvement
Assessment Policy and the use of data will ensure good practice in assessment for learning
and the planning of interventions, continuing to develop our expertise in SIMS.net, 4-Matrix
and other ICT as appropriate to help set targets and involve students directly in reflecting
upon their learning
Differentiation strategies: It is the responsibility of all teachers to ensure that there is
provision within their classrooms for students with SEND and the more academically able.
Differentiation strategies will be identified in Schemes of Learning and shared through
collaboration, training and the work of the Inclusion department and lead teachers for more
able
The ICT Policy will focus on our use of computers and new technologies including the use of
Google Classroom, Chromebooks, Interactive White Boards and the strategic deployment of
ICT provision
Student Forum will engage learners in reflection about their learning through student lesson
observation, teacher evaluation and student evaluation of Schemes of Learning
Education Support Colleagues will have roles developed, exploring creative and flexible
approaches to tailor our provision effectively
Positive behaviour and relationships will be fostered, incorporating social and emotional
aspects of learning both within the classroom and in other learning activities for students
Accessing initiatives will continue to focus our improvement work, using external expertise
as appropriate and collaborating with other professionals and institutions to share good
practice
Within the Wider Community As learning takes place in a variety of contexts, we will look for
more ways to recognise the different activities outside the classroom. These include:
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Enrichment activities for key groups, both within and outside curriculum time
School events such as concerts, visits and workshops
Links with external agencies and the business community

SMSC: Students’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural development will be integrated into every
lesson, with students able to discuss and debate issues in a considered way, showing respect
for others’ ideas and points of view

4. Monitoring and Evaluation
4.1

The School Improvement Plan identifies and reviews key teaching and learning, priorities on
an annual basis and the Principal co-ordinates and monitors the impact of these key priorities
through the coordination and evaluation of learning walks, book looks, peer observations,
student questionnaires and department reviews.

4.2

The quality of our working relationships is central to our development as a learning institution.
Learning and improvement takes place where there is a climate of trust, openness and
dialogue linked to a clear understanding of accountability. Effective communication is
essential and for this reason various mechanisms exist to monitor and evaluate our work. All
stakeholders need opportunities to reflect and contribute to improvement.

Learning Without Limits
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5. TAA Teaching and Learning Priorities
We believe that Quality First Teaching is underpinned by 7 areas of pedagogy which are shown as part
of a daily diet in the classroom

Learning Without Limits
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6. The Research

Challenge: “Learning happens when people have to think hard” (Dr. Robert Coe,
Durham University)

Knowledge & Skill: “…research has established that repeated retrieval enhances
learning” (Balota, Duchek, Sergent-Marshall & Roediger, 2006; Fritz, Morris, Nolan
& Singleton, 2007).

Explanation: “…significant relationships between teacher clarity and student
cognitive and affective learning.” (Titsworth et al., 2015)

Questioning: “Complex questions promote complex thinking” (Degener and Berne,
2016)

Scaffolding & Modelling: “…metacognition, has a significant impact on students’
academic performance, on top of ability or prior achievement” (Muijs, D. and
Bokhove, C, 2020)

Deliberate Practice: “…learners are aware of their strengths and weaknesses… and
can develop strategies and tactics to enhance learning.” (Muijs, D. and Bokhove, C,
2020)

Assessment & Feedback: “…metacognition, has a significant impact on students’
academic performance, on top of ability or prior achievement” (Muijs, D. and
Bokhove, C, 2020)

Learning Without Limits
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7. Four Phase Lesson
We believe that the above 7 areas of pedagogy should fit into 4 phases of a lesson.

1. Activate – Engage the topic and/or use the Through the Door Task for memory recall, utilising
their previous knowledge of the topic. Set up learning and establish aspirational outcomes
for students
2. Connect – Make connections between knowledge and skills from activate stage and explore
the way in which learning will link with what has gone before and with what is to come – the
BIG picture. Utilise explanation(s) of new content/knowledge.
3. Demonstrate - Pupils to demonstrate an understanding of the material and answers to the
lesson objective question/achieve the lesson outcome(s). Provide feedback and feedforward.
Ensure students are showing understanding
4. Consolidate – The use of an Exit Task to Review learning and give pupils the opportunity to
reflect upon their learning and place it within the BIG picture is vital for effective learning.
Clarify misconceptions
Learning Without Limits
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8. Books, folders and portfolios
We see student books as their passports for learning, documenting the progress they make during their
school journey, over time. As a result, books should be neat and marked regularly following the school
and faculty Marking and Assessment policies. The below is a checklist so all staff know what is
expected:
Staff Checklist: What we expect to see in each assessment book/folder

Faculty Development Time Checklist
Teacher:
Expectation(s): Seen in all/most

Class:

Year:

Autumn Faculty
Check

Spring Faculty
Check

Progress Trackers/PLCs/Checklist (TBC) being utilised
Book covers/Wraps (where appropriate)
No loose sheets
Appropriate work volume (challenged where not met)
Work marked regularly and in line with Faculty/School expectations
Evidence of Faculty/Whole School Marking Policy followed
DIRT/FIX-IT/Student Reflections evident (Red pen)
TTDT/Exit Tasks/CL/HL all clearly signposted
TTDT/Exit Tasks being utilised appropriately
TTDT = Knowledge Recall
Exit = Consolidation/Checking Points of Understanding
Teacher challenging/reinforcing presentation policy
SPAG is corrected/challenged
A – Always: Consistently found in all books
M – Mostly: Almost all/the majority of books
S – Sometimes: Inconsistently found
N – Never: Not evident in books

This checklist will be used during
Faculty Development Time to peer
assess colleagues books/folders.
Learning Without Limits
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9. Teaching and Learning Quality Assurance

5 STAR STUDENTS

For transparency, below is our QA proforma used for Learning Walks and Faculty Reviews. These are
freely available from the T&L Noticeboard and in hard copy via Resources

Learning Without Limits
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10. Teaching & Learning Rubric

Learning Without Limits
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11. Quality Assurance Calendar
A breakdown of how and when we will Quality Assure our 7 Teaching & Learning Standards across the
year
Run/organised by HOF
Run/organised by SLT
Quality Assurance Breakdown GENERIC TIMEFRAME
Autumn 2020

Approx.
Dates

Checking Points

Faculty Peer Book Review (Faculty
Development Time)

Sept

All reviewed by HOF. Used as part of the upcoming Faculty
Review

Curriculum Response Document
Submission

Sept

Used as the starting point for all Faculty Review HOF
interviews. Forms action plan for internal CPD and Faculty
Development Time focus.

Faculty Student Appraisal Check

Sept

All names to be given to SLT link and then data provided to
see pinch points for each year group/faculty.

Faculty Reviews

Sept/Oct

2-3 days per faculty. Student Voice, Staff Voice, HOF
Interview, Book Check data, Learning Walks (all staff), Final
HOF Review meeting (after this date)

Appraisal

Oct

All information collated before Pay Review deadline in
November. BCD to QA for targets (ensuring all are in line
with SIP priorities and our linked to faculty CRD)

SLT Book Review 1 (including HOFs?)

Oct

Learning Walk (T&L Priority 1)

Nov

Linked to feedback from faculty reviews (prioritise our
school T&L 7 and work through systematically with each
whole school LW)

QUADs (Autumn)

Nov

Linked to all QA before and checked against CRD/FR
feedback

Learning Walk (T&L Priority 2)

Dec

Coinciding with Liz Shapland standards visit. Could use to
benchmark

Performance
(Review/Target Setting)
Half Term

End of Term

Learning Without Limits
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Spring 2020

Due

Checking Points

Faculty Peer Book Review (Faculty
Development Time)

Jan

All fed to the HOF. Used as part of the upcoming Faculty Review
and should take considerations from PREVIOUS Autumn Faculty
Review

Faculty Student Appraisal Check

Jan

All names to be given to SLT link and then data provided to see
pinch points for each year group/faculty. Discussed at SLT
meeting

Faculty Reviews

Jan/Feb

2-3 days per faculty. Student Voice, Staff Voice, HOF Interview,
Book Check data, Learning Walks (all staff), Final HOF Review
meeting (after this date)

Half Term
Performance Appraisal (Mid-Cycle
Review)

Feb/Mar BCD/USD collate all data. BCD to review any not currently
meeting targets and discuss with DMN

Learning Walk (T&L Priority 3)

Mar

SLT Book Review 2 (including HOFs?)

Mar

QUADs (Spring)

Mar

Linked to feedback from faculty reviews (prioritise our school T&L
7 and work through systematically with each whole school LW)

Linked to all QA before and checked against CRD/FR feedback and
discussed with SRY/DMN

End of Term

Summer 2020

Due

Checking Points

Learning Walk (T&L Priority 4) or we
revisit for seeing progress?

April

Linked to feedback from faculty reviews (prioritise our school
T&L 7 and work through systematically with each whole school
LW)

Faculty Peer Book Review (Faculty
Development Time)

May

All fed to the HOF. Used as part of the upcoming Faculty Review

Learning Walk (T&L Priority 5) or we
revisit for seeing progress?

May

Linked to feedback from faculty reviews (prioritise our school
T&L 7 and work through systematically with each whole school
LW)

Half Term
SLT Book Review 3 (including HOFs?)

May/Ju
ne

Faculty Reviews

June

2-3 days per faculty. Student Voice, Staff Voice, HOF Interview,
Book Check data, Learning Walks (all staff), Final HOF Review
meeting (after this date)

QUADs (Summer)

July

Linked to all QA before and checked against CRD/FR feedback
and discussed with SRY/DMN. Used as part of appraisal for
HOFs. Progress should be shown in relation to FRs and QFT
Learning Without Limits
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12. Teaching and Learning Support and Development Opportunities
At TAA we have plenty of opportunities for training and development, both as new and
experienced/inexperienced staff:

Training
opportunity
Faculty
Development
Time

Explanation

By whom

Weekly meets within faculty on specific
pedagogy or faculty specific issues. A T&L
approach specific to the needs of the members
of the faculty
Falling on a Wednesday (where possible). These
coincide with FDT and allow for outside
speakers, whole school training and faculty
collaboration
As arranged with HOF/Line Manager. We are
keen to upskill our teaching staff

HOF/SLT link

Weekly

SLT/T&L Team

Half termly (See
calendar)

NA

NA

Held twice a HT throughout the year. These
sessions are designed for new staff and those
without teaching qualification. We cover topics
which cover T&L pedagogy linked to our 7
priorities above, as well as wider school related
issues such as systems and safeguarding
Focussed on each of our 7 priorities. These are
shot, snappy sessions with practical ideas to
support with one of the seven T&L priorities
above
Multiple pathways including Level 2 Trained
Coaching staff who can work 1:1 for 6 weeks on
a dedicated T&L issue/concern.

SLT/HOFs/T&L
Team/Delegat
ed others

Twice per HT

T&L Team

Once per HT

AGE/ECE

As per agreement

Pineapple
Week(s)

Calendared weeks where staff observe
colleagues by dropping into classrooms to get
ideas and inspiration related to T&L

ECE/T&L
Team/HOFs

View calendar

Middle Leader
Support
Programme

For staff who are struggling and need additional HOF
support, this is a 6-week programme designed to
target specific T&L needs, working 1:1 with your
HOF
Our VLE designed specifically for everything from T&L Team
Performance Management to T&L Pedagogy.
There you will find resources, support, CPD
opportunities and news on what’s happening
across the school and Trust

INSET/Twilight

External CPD

TAA Induction
Workshops

TAA T&L
Workshops

TAA Coaching
Faculty

T&L Noticeboard

When

As per agreement

Ongoing

Learning Without Limits
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13. TAA Teaching and Learning COVID Addendum

Rationale: In light of the new dynamics we are tackling in the classroom, we as SLT feel that to follow
the planned Learning Walk and Faculty Review windows which were shared before the Summer would
be the wrong direction at this point. Therefore, we are proposing a streamlined, open door learning
monitoring system which will begin from week beginning 21/9/20 and continuing for the foreseeable
future.
How will it work?








Learning Walk and Faculty Review windows will not exist for this Half Term. This will be
reviewed with the potential of extending this up until Christmas
Open door check-ins will instead be ongoing as of the 21/9/20
SLT and HOF will separately do a 10 min learning monitor from the doorway/safe space within
the classroom on two members of a faculty per week
SLT/HOF will drop a Thank You postcard (Bright Spot) into staff pigeonholes with comments
and suggestions after the check-in
SLT/HOF will aim to see every teacher within that faculty within the Half Term
These check-ins are not linked to PM, therefore if you teach in multiple faculties there is a
chance you will have a check-in more than once within that Half Term.
Book Looks will still occur, albeit in a scaled-down way

Why are we doing this?






As a recognition that T&L poses challenges that we, collectively, need to overcome
To paint a picture of how the children are coping with their new learning environments
To help support staff with adapting their teaching within the new guidelines
To share best practice and help us all improve our pedagogy
To help us ascertain, as a school, where systems/procedures are not working

What do I need to do to prepare?




Nothing. Plan your lessons as you normally would
SLT/HOFs will share a ‘checklist’ of which of our 7 T&L priorities we would expect to see in a
COVID Classroom (those which are manageable/achievable)
Continue to be open and share what’s and what’s not working in your classroom with
colleagues, particularly during Faculty Development Time

Learning Without Limits
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COVID Classrooms: Quality First Teaching and Learning Checklist
Teacher:
Subject/Year Group:
Class Code:
Date:
Expectation

Explanation

Example

Meet & Greet

Structured/calm
start. Staff
welcoming students

Standing to signify the
beginning of the lesson

Through the
door task

Task(s) given at the
very beginning to
settle students and
provide purpose

Posing big questions
(Think. Pair. Share),
Recall quiz, questioning
(quick fire)

Regular recall

Embedding recall
into learning.
Reflecting on prior
knowledge or what
they already know

Quizzes, testing, create
their own test/quiz
(give to each other), use
of Seneca etc

Quality
questioning

Regular, consistent
and well planned
questioning to
encourage deep
thinking

Use of SOLO/Blooms
Taxonomy to scaffold
questions.
Differentiated levels. No
hands up to allow AfL to
occur

Encourage
independence

Students being
asked to think/do
for themselves
(problem-solving)

Extended writing,
deliberate practice,
Student-led activities,
high level of challenge

Deliberate
Practice

Targeted
skills/exam practice

Working on specific skill
sets/exam
techniques/assessment
objectives

Y/N or NA

Comments

Learning Without Limits
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Organised
Books/Folders
(including efolders)

Plastic covers, book
wraps, neatly
presented and
enforcing the
presentation
checklists

Feedback (verbal or
written) enforces the
faculty and school
approach to
books/folders

Behaviour
Policy

Is being followed
and combined with
common sense to
ensure learning isn’t
disrupted

Lots of positivity,
building relationships
with students. Staff are
also following the 3 step
system fully

Teach to the
top

High level of
challenge for all
students.

Differentiated by input,
not outcome. Challenge
embedded into all
phases

Learning Without Limits
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Run/organised by HOF
Run/organised by SLT
Quality Assurance Breakdown Autumn 2020/21: COVID Alternative
Autumn
2020

Due

Faculty Peer
Book Review
(Faculty
Development
Time)

16/9

Curriculum
Response
Document
Submission

18/9

Checking Points

All fed to the HOF. Used as Open Door Checks Begin
part of the upcoming Faculty
 All Faculties
Review
 2 Staff per week per faculty
 5-10 drop-in (door) by HOF and SLT
(Separately) (seen twice)
 Email feedback/whole staff spreadsheet
Used as the starting point for
kept of + & all Faculty Review HOF
 BCD puts together best practice seen
interviews. Forms action plan
 Ties into FDT sharing of best practice
for internal CPD and Faculty
(HOFs can use their observations to
Development Time focus.
share what they’ve seen)

Faculty Student 18/9
Appraisal Check

All names to be given to SLT
link and then data provided to
see pinch points for each year
group/faculty.

Performance
Appraisal
(Review/Target
Setting)

BCD/USD collate all data. BCD
to QA for targets (ensuring all
are in line with SIP priorities
and link to faculty CRD)

5/1023/10

Half Term

Review the situation
continue as below


SLT Book Review TBC
1 (including
HOFs?)
QUADs
(Autumn)

COVID additions

23/1127/11


Linked to all QA before and
checked against CRD/FR
feedback



here.

Potentially

Reset the LW monitoring and again and
repeat
Each member of staff will have been
seen twice by end of term
HOF interventions for T&L can be made
at this point

End of Term
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